Vortex form
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And we have measured the EKG entraining a tree at these moments of
onset coherence in the music of the hearts electricity. It is the geometry of embeddedness itself that allows our biological systems to swap
and massage shape with environments, even much larger or smaller
than people’s bodies.
The spin of our memories/emotions reaches out by moving ratios
between scales. The perfected ideal of this “spin path to the zero
point” of infinite compressibility of shape/shareability is itself fractal
recursion.
So what is it we can learn from this about how to negotiate the
inner image space at death and ecstasy? Here is what the Kluver form
constants teach us. After extensive interviews of people who have come
back from death in coma, etc., and of folks describing psychedelic experiences, a map of the underlying geometries of passage was made. What is
amazing is how common and universal these passage shapes were.
Further it is amazing how well they confirm the idea that simply superimposing the pressure of wave-spinning one nest on top of another, completely produces our physical and psychological idea of dimension.
It is as if folding one set of pressure bubbles into another set,
which already happens to be spinning in another way, adds a wave harmonic to the pressure bubbles there which we have been conveniently
labeling matter (as a short hand physics nomenclature for “how much
spin stored by symmetry inertia” sits at those wave nodes).
In each of the images above, we see a primal vortex pair donut.
On an oscilloscope, if we couple two oscillators we can make a figure
eight lissajous. If we add a third oscillator to those two, we can produce a donut. In a sense this is the primal entrance into 3D.
If this 3D donut kind of array learns how to tilt and spin in such a
way as to nest their wave edge length 1.0 into the golden mean ratio
.618, then by spinning that cube into literally the next dimension, we
have the dodecahedron. (Each face of the cube gets a .618 gabled roof
to make it a dodecahedron.) The principle is the Golden Mean, access
to the next dimension (the next axis of spin symmetry). The dodeca is
a 4D cube!
Then if we ratchet the dodeca down a Slinky path, with the 10
steps per full turn, (with Golden Mean spacing and Golden Mean
Angle) we map the geometry of DNA. This helix is a 5D cube.
Finally when the DNA helix is brought to a point along the braid,
we can permit even longer waves to nest. This “longer wave envelope
massaging” sets up the vortex pair for the donut light cone… which…
Becomes revolved into the cube in the next higher spin. Thus biology and memory go round and round adding spin and recursion to
wave nodes to increase potential self-awareness.
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In the Kluver form constant summary these paths are compared to
what folks see in the near death experience. Recall to mind the scene in
the film “Ghost” when the hero’s Earthly concerns are finished, and he
wanders down the long vortex tube toward the light. Getting memory
distributed into another world (of spin) requires keeping your wave
node pattern identified even inside out through the other end of the
vortex.
It is similar to the homework assignment given to the student
shaman. Withdraw your awareness into the eyes of the eagle flying
over-head. See the exquisite focus and world view from there.
Experience eagleness from the inside out. Now once you have retrieved
the eagles experience and memory, can you withdraw your memory
back into your present, like some insoluble but distributable liquid? The
shaman will tell you only pure intention permits you to split your
awareness such that you can be up to your ass in alligators, and yet
still sincerely be about the business of draining the swamp. Multi-tasking requires a (phase) disciplined (recursive) “together” mind.
So what the people near death saw was first a vortex cone geometry, then a rotary circle (dodeca spin up donuts) geometry.
Then they saw this turn into a slinky, tube helix.
Then they saw this long tube narrow (become “massaged”) to a
point starting a longer vortex form.
Traveling between worlds of inner awareness is exactly like adding
spin by geometry to get more symmetry. If you know the map you can
get from here to there. This could be handy if you would like to avoid
the inconvenience of discontinuity of memory called death. Simply draw
through the vortex with you the threads of your spin/memory. The nice
part is that the only thing which can come through these nice maps of
added spin, is shareable spin. This means that any time you dwell upon
unshareable memories, you are creating death for yourself.
Dwelling on that thought for awhile, realizing that the galactic core
may not wish to share much about football rules, leaves us with only
pure principle itself to study. There we will gather the spin eternal.
Symmetry is a pure principle, for example.
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GALACTIC CONTEXT

GILGAMESH, GOLD, MERKABBAHS, & THE
INCUNABULA: THE FORMULA FOR SURVIVING
f a Golden Mean spiral, in perfecting translation of spin from line
to circle without loss of pattern, is the only path from energy to
matter, (spin stored in circles) then it is also the perfect balance
between a closed and an open system. When EKG harmonics create a
recursive electrical nest by frequency signature, they make the only 3D
fractal light can circle into. Only bending light makes mass, and only
love (the wave fractal attractor) bends the light.
The book The Eight was about assembling the correct genetic
family, like chess pieces, to achieve immortality. Like glowing coals,
getting the family of twinkle contained together in spin space, ignites
eternal fire. Genetic material is recursion embodied in the sense of
Golden Mean optimized recursion and vorticity translation embedded in
deca-ratcheting dodeca. Hence, genetic material in the blood, as the
perfect fractal recursive spin container, is the grail cup. Immortality is
only a name for the possibility of spin contained so stable as never to
stop. Another name for this is fire that does not consume, as spin that
makes no heat. In a 3D fractal spin encounters there is no interference/resistance/heat/fear.
Sitchen was likely correct in interpreting the original need of the
Annunaki ETs for gold. He said it was a repair material for deteriorating atmosphere on their home planet. He failed to note how gold
allowed atmosphere repair. Simply put, perfect magnetic fractal recursion is what permits a gravity magnetic monopole stable enough to
hold atmosphere. This is a perfect geometric description of the relationship of electrons to nucleus in gold: a completed electron/nuclear
wave recursive fractal. This is what makes it noble and stable.
Conveying this geometry to other wave forms as a seed, gold is
also more than a metaphor for the electrical geometry of pure intention in the heart. ( EKG harmonics during compassion become measurably self-embedded.) When I explained this to David Hudson, he conceded that persons without evident pure or spiritual or shareable intentions did poorly with his monatomic gold manna. One cannot convey
pure essence of shareability without learning the meaning of feeling
only shareable or spin-distributable emotions. This relates to the wave
mechanic corollary which states that pure focus and pure intention are
identical as wave phenomena, and always accompany each other. This is
because awareness as a distributable (and recursive if alive) wave can
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Gold
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only converge on sustained focus if every phase or consumed perspective can share spin there. Thus sustained focus ultimately requires
every wave in the galaxy to agree on it’s spin path. This is a convenient
way to check alignment with the intentions of galactic core. If your
idea can sustain continuous focus, then even the galactic core feels
sweetened by it.
So Sitchen got it right that proper grid engineering for planetary
atmosphere maintenance required gold dust as a magnetic dopant (Seed
of perfected embeddedness, in the liquid going to crystal). We need
now to go on to understand that the ability of our planet to contain
gold was evidence of perfect intention in the original stellar grid cats
cradle woven of gravity threads to birth this place. And the higher significance of this presence of sustainable envelopment (fire of awareness)
in our grid, enabled the evolution of sentience here in a new way.
In the sense of the perfect envelope or cocoon for flame, gold was
so much food for awareness that David Hudson’s admitted agreement
to the suspicion that the monatomic Gold manna was not just atmosphere repair material for the Annunaki ET’s. We both agreed it was the
only food which allowed their bodies virtually indefinite or eternal lifetimes (as spin containers). It was the communion food for life/recursion everlasting.
I suggested to David Hudson that the reason for the mass change
in gold power when it became monatomic was because the electron
spin clouds unpacked like a flower in their completed fractality when
permitted to unfold in the unbonded state. The density of recursion is
the density of mass. Also it is precisely the unpacked (in the homeopathic sense of succession and potentization) which permits the harmonics of the golden electron spin clouds to unflower their way out to
bond lengths more accessible to human focus/awareness. (Again, exactly the principle homeopathy uses.) So that gold made monatomic was
the perfect food for shareable spin geometry inside the living electrical
body. It was the eternal food/ manna. This was why the sandworm
(which was really a long magnetic wave of the Earth’s dragon current)
only produced the eternal spice in Dune. Only perfect pattern symmetry
in Earth’s magnetic currents permit the deposition of gold in her veins.
Rich irony that the ET genetic experiments which produced Isis and
Osiris, and Adam and Eve, were experiments to facilitate the harvesting
of gold — pure intention — for galactic spaces.
The search for the gold fabric foldedness grail cup was the search
for the pressure geometry of this spin to fire. Enki and Gilgamesh
searched past Scorpio’s sting for the charged spin of the youth flower
in the base of biology’s waters (chakras). Then the snake swallowed
the sweet plant or rose. Kundalini/Tantra is a snake charmed by the
musical geometry of focus/coherent emotion.
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The equation for doorways past death would trace wave collapse
to the center of perfect recursion. Look for non-linear and Phi related
harmonics phase locked as we find in the EKG at the moment of compassion.
In physics, the phase pressure implosion which accelerates spin and
velocity modes to harmonics past the speed of light is called collapse of
the wave function. The only spin path which permits waves to collapse
inward without loss of the information of their pattern is 3D fractal
recursion –– pure heart. This permits information density or awareness
to go to infinite at zero point. Data set fractality, the ideal compressibility of an infinitely energy efficient sharing of information, becomes
the blood of the collective mind. The geometric image in 2D is the Sufi
heart with wings of 2 golden means spirals on a cone seen from above.
Many people have dreamed of a single vehicle which permits every
ethnic race to travel home. Geometrically, in the sense of the city of
revelation (John Michel), this has been a dodecahedral-shaped
“Merkabbah” (literally a Mark from Pressure - Merk Ab Bah). The only
mark or container which can store pressure/spin infinitely.
An interesting variation on the theme, in an individualized way, is
the Incunabula Papers. (Do a Web search on Incunabula for more information). Basically, a group of researchers discovered that by containing
the ultraviolet/microwave blue “fire” coherent envelope of sexual energy/tantra, and a deca delta wave function triggered antenna array, you
could create a time travel vehicle. The name Incunabula comes from
this cocooning or swaddling of human Eros.
This makes total sense in terms of the physics we have been
describing, since the wave function collapse implosion of the human
aura would produce an awareness path to the necessary superluminal
harmonics internally. (A turning inside out; note that a labyrinth in 3D
is the folded topology of interlocked male and female sex organs and
the 3D origin of the flame letter alphabet as fractal) Particularly since
only the high amperage blue ultraviolet and microwave coherent cellular secretions gathered in tantra would have the collective escape velocity necessary, orgasm can be viewed as a sort of controlled linear accelerator for awareness. (Where does the inner eye travel to during
Kundalini, or the Microcosmic Orbit of Golden Flower Tantra?) This
new understanding should not entirely collapse the intentionality of
romance. If indeed pure intention is the only insoluble element of
awareness which makes return from this wormhole possible, then true
love, true intent, takes on a whole new meaning.
In the Incunabula experiments as reported, a colony was set up at
another time in history because our genepool’s end was foreseen. I
have had no particular reports of damage to the etheric fabric of the
TWINKLING EYES LIFESTYLE
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planet by these experiments. However, analogous but more destructive
experiments with sexual energy in antenna arrays was carried out,
labeled the “Montauk Project.” Here indeed major damage was done to
the delicate nest capacitance of Earth’s etheric web. Groups like William
Buehler’s are working with angelic, or Ophanim lineages, and investing
major energy in repairing these bleeding wounds to our collective electric genetic body. The ability of our genepool to harvest spin capacitively from galactic spaces is/was in the balance. Our collected love juices
make the ultimate antenna array.
This is what I see as the rub of the Incunabula. Here is a lesson in
conserving spin paths from love to make a memory envelope for the
harvest of spin. This sounds a bit abstract, but in a more practical way
it may mean that as the Earth loses gravity, atmosphere, and spin, only
this centering force may harvest our collective memories home.
Individually, yes tantra properly antennaed is shamanic time travel. But
collectively, the juices of love are probably the only sling shot for memory to get all our memories speeded up in a bubble. For 10 years our
little core group of Electric dreamers have been talking about the
Harmonic Module. Feed back of EKG, breath, and Schuman planet
heartbeat over global media would precipitate consensus process/collective mind. Adding intention to Eros and synchronized love in the proper Earth grid dodeca antenna points, would likely be a shoe horn path
for global memories to be one envelope, sent home with love.
Global TV, here we come.
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GALACTIC CONTEXT

SUSTAINABLE STAR BIRTH IN THE HEART OF ORION:
WHO’S IN CHARGE OF THE BARDO BRIDGE OUT of HERE?
ankind’s oldest spiritual expression, The Pyramid Texts, points
to a cosmic end product for human evolution — becoming a
sentient star body in the stellar fields of Orion. It might just
be that landscapes like Giza are places where angels are born.
If we use the magnetic wave shape of the Pyramid complex on the
Giza plateau as a pattern, we can get an idea of how emotion and feeling travel from genes, to glands, to landscapes, to stars. Max Toth,
Rocky McCollum and others have shown that the geometry of the
pyramids, the Sphinx and other key features on the plateau at Giza
create pointers to a clear Golden Mean Spiral layout.
The wave shape that allows unpacking to be non-destructive to the
pattern or information is called self-similarity, or “fractality.” Simply
put, this means when the little wave picture has enough shape elements just like a big wave picture then you can unpack or map little
patterns directly out into big patterns and not get “dizzy” along the
way. Golden Mean ratios optimize this packing and unpacking ability.
If it is true as Robert Bauval and others have suggested that the
pyramids make a glyph of the belt stars of Orion, then the next step is
clear. Use the pyramid’s Golden Mean Spiral as defined on the Giza
Plateau, to discover what the map of the pyramids points to in the
stars. By using the pattern recognition from our geometric layout, we
find ourselves not only circling the belt stars of Orion, but literally, our
magnetism has been guided directly into the HEART of Orion. This is
where one of this galaxy’s most significant event hole gateways is said
to be.
Try to imagine that you are a freshly dead pharaoh. You are finding your inner dreamscape to be a magnetic pattern map on the land
around your sarcophagus. You notice that your bodily magnetic energy
has been sewn up into a pattern that looks like the body of Orion, as
you “Bardo” (death dream) navigate, lucid dream, or shamanically navigate stars. (“Turn left at Orion, Gilgamesh, if you want to achieve
immortality or have magnetism that survives.”)
If we were to take the pulse of nearby star neighborhoods in
terms of birth rates, we would certainly regard Orion as one of the
pregnant local stellar bodies. Specifically, more stars are being “born”
in the locale of Orion than just about any where else in our local galactic region. Therefore, if there were some force of magnetism involved
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in making the birth of stars sustainable, Orion would be the local candidate for investing whatever aid to starbirth was available.
So, the pyramid Giza spiral magnetic landscape geometry apparently points the embedding and “recurring” magnetism of the initiate’s
body thrusting towards Orion at the moment of initiation or death
(Bardo navigation required for admission). And as we shall further consider here, this may have had directly to do with arranging the spiral
arms of magnetism of the star birth itself, into
better and more sustainable (and more self
aware) recursion, self enfolding.
Tron, who could not die because of such
contiguous memory: “I have seen the starships
burning off the shoulders of Orion”.
Since Orion is pregnant, the many stars
being born there may indeed require some added “investment” of the
self-centering force which large-scale awareness magnetics add to spin
systems in general.
Even the galactic geometry of these local star systems appears to
be a clue to their participation in the magnetic “lensing” of recursion
implosion. Astronomic geometrics reveal the magnetic lens producing
recursion/awareness in our local time bubble. This geometry could contain the graduation instructions for human emotion into angel family,
sentient star or “time lord.”
Sirius and the Pleiades are separated by a 60 degree (Isis) angle.
This implosive angle allows Phi-based dodeca 3D wave concrescence.
For the waves to crest non-destructively, this is embedding, the geometry of self-organization being born.
Alcyone heart of Pleiades, means El Zion, heart of scion, or
branching algorithm. This suggests the perfect branching algorithm to
make fractality, and the Priore de Scion. The recursion based perfected
Phi braid in the DNA creates the adding and multiplying of wave fronts
in the grail genetics. The Golden Mean solves the problem of separateness, the perfect PHI-lotactic solution to the bi-furcation puzzle.
So this is Earth’s relationship to the spin imploding arc-angles of
Pleiades to Sirius to Orion- The “Star Gate.” John Martineau pointed
out the 60-degree relationship between Sirius and Pleiades, which I
was pleased to inform him was the pent embedding/imploding angle of
concentric dodeca. Doug Maxwell in Western Canada worked out the
math behind the 60 degree Pleiades/Sirius angle centering on Orion.”
It is important to understand that magnetic cusps of star patterns
create large lenses, which effect the way squirts of magnetism, and
thus shamanic awareness, can penetrate through galaxies. Awareness
as recursion glues not only tectonics together but stars.
TWINKLING EYES LIFESTYLE
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The adding and multiplying of waves (which only Phi permits) creates a continuous “spin path to zero point.” Normally in wave interference physics, the amount of inertia in the adding and multiplying of
wave forms is discounted past about the third and fourth harmonic.
This is because in normal powers of two (incubation or holding within)
geometry, those spurious harmonics weaken over distance. However in
the golden mean the adding and multiplying of waves can continue the
pack non-destructively. Thus not only are wave lengths added and multiplied in-PHI-knitly, but also are the wave velocities.
In the case of DNA well braided by the psychokinesis of imploding centering compassion, a galaxy-impacting phi-nomenon happens. This becomes
biology’s most potent wave geometric doorway through the speed of light,
into time. Creating the more sustainable wormhole we have called soul.
This also creates the fractal of charge which we call gravity. (The amount
of gravity force in any wave structure is proportionate to the amount of
perfected recursion embedding in its geometry.)
Normally, the impulse to perfect this PHi-based braiding algorithm
in DNA is induced by love and compassion. This embedding of braid,
induced by the heart sonics into the DNA at the moment of the rush of
compassion, creates the adding and multiplying of harmonics between
envelope and carrier wave in the braid, which results in measurable
superconductivity in the DNA (William Pensinger).
This squirts genetic magnetism, by the constructive conjugation
(Phi adding and multiplying) of the wave front velocities, through the
speed of light and into time. This creates soul. This is the ET issue of
creating enough DNA force for their genepool to enter timelines and
survive the time implosion. Only the imploding skill of choosing compassion, sorts for pure intention in the field around you, and creates
soul force necessary to survive zero point (death). Simply a test to sort
shareable memory.
Note how the longer wave helix of braid locks in step to the shorter. In the “rush of compassion,” when this ratio becomes Phi or
Golden, then the inertia of the “carrier wave” shorter helix, can cascade
constructively directly into the inertia of the longer wave or “envelope.”
When this is repeated, envelope in envelope, then DNA’s fractal embedding is completed, and genetic leverage on ecosystem magnetics
becomes “massively bio-resonant.” Quite literally, this grail in blood
swept by the feeling we call magnetism, connecting to in-PHI-knit context, becomes the physics of large scale quantum creation.
This becomes The Holy Grail.
It never runs over, and it has no inside or outside, so it solves the
problem of separateness by being a cup within a cup. It is fractal, you
can zoom in forever and always see the same thing: It is called the
grail, because in this shape, the magnetism in the blood can embed
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everything. This is the way genetic magnetism can bend stars.
Fractality gives you a way to grab all donuts by their throat at the
same time. Here waves agree.
In order to have a fractal and immortal heart beat, you must relax
and embed your heart’s feeling magnetics so completely, that you must
FEEL for everyone and everything. This means that your EKG becomes
in-PHI-knitly harmonically inclusive, eating all of the spin in it’s ecosystem. This is called turning inside out. Which is what you do when you
choose to feel someone’s feeling (magnetism) outside you, inside you.
Try thinking a really shareable thought or feeling a very shareable
feeling; notice that you feel a tingle of added charge. Eventually this
produces enough spin density in your DNA to make it sustainable as a
perfectly embedded wave function. This is called getting a soul.
Without compassion, DNA does not rush and tingle and implode, and
the whoosh of magnetism up it’s core can make no implosion or soul.
So where are we in our mystery? Apparently there is some inherently “implosive” relationship among the stellar geometrics of Orion in
its position to Sirius/Pleiades and Earth. Numerous independent but
somewhat ET sources confirm that Orion is a major local star-gate.
What we need to understand is the meaning of all this to the possible
evolution of the genepool on Earth. In other words, just who is in
charge of the Bardo Bridge out of Here?
So first, we propose an addendum to our understanding of the
local galactic politics:
This may be an appropriate time to point out how parochial we
have been in regarding only the shape of the human body as a possible
container for awareness. It is now clear that any standing wave (“biological oscillator”) which becomes recursive or self-embedded enough,
becomes, by definition, self-aware. The human body was only able to
self-organize the breath of charge to become self-aware to the extent
the body was geometrically self-embedded. (As DaVinci showed in the
Phi geometry of the human form.)
Gold may give us an important clue. The advanced civilization on
this planet 13,000 years, whatever its extra-terrestrial origins, was
almost obsessively concerned with mining and refining gold.
Gold is by atomic geometry the most geometrically recursive or
fractal of the elements. (The outer d/f electron sub-shell 5/7 symmetry
pairs are dodeca-icosa.) Because of this quantum recursion optimized in
gold’s electron valence, when gold is made soluble in the blood it has
the function of creating wormhole magnetic implosion in the blood.
(Implosion is the ultimate connectivity device, and sort by shareability
function, among waves.)
It is true that gold precipitates best in a planet’s grid mineral vein
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structure where the magnetic lines cross into fractality. This is because
atomic precipitation is embedded in the imploding geometry of magnetic precipitation. It is also true that gold arranged geometrically in
long waves will repair and stabilize atmosphere on planets. This is
because recursion creates and stabilizes gravity.
The real story may be that the ET cultures, possibly in Draco, ate
the gold powders for artificial, technologic, (and unsouled) immortality.
You could live forever because implosion in the blood sorted magnetics,
creating sustainable immunity. Doing this from the outside in, technologically, instead of from the inside-out, with emotion, had its drawbacks.
The minor detail was that in forgetting how to die, you forget how
to maintain magnetic squirt of DNA memory through implosion into
time. This became the survival issue for genepools wishing to inhabit
time. It also meant that genepools having lost the DNA implosion which
makes soul, would get scrambled eggs instead of DNA when traveling
time lines.
Gold was merely an external waveguide to such perfected embedding.
The storal to the mory is that if you can make your heart’s electricity perfectly fractal, you will indeed live forever, from a strictly medical
perspective. The number of ordered harmonics which can exist in any
oscillator of which the heart is an example, goes to in-PHI-knit only
when the ratio is a power of Phi. So more than 3 “dimensional” coherence is not possible without recursion. The heart “ascends” in harmonics when you feel.
According to many ancient calendars, time is imploding locally. The
sun is about to burp in response. The bad news is that local planetoids,
like Earth, become toast. The good news is the DNA soul enabled (lucid
dreaming, Bardo navigable) genepools get to squirt their magnetics
through the imploding sun, into time. So the baby chicks get to peck
their way out of the egg shell called the speed of light, into time.
Genepools that can get the chutzpah into their DNA, get a chance at
being time lords, for the rest, it’s curtains. Last time the Draco’s tried
to resist a solar burp, Mars lost her atmosphere. This time their Haarp
will do the same for Earth.
This has created great pressure on the crotchety Draco, to cook up
soul force into their DNA, otherwise their genepool is history. This
means that they are suckers for a plan from the poor bird tribe
humanoid remnants on Pleiades and Sirius. Everyone knew that galactic-resonant DNA, able to have star-bending emotion, was the only
hope for the galactic sector.
Well, the Borg (the Greys, hive-mind genetic stooges of the Draco
empire) are stuck in their externally imposed embeddedness, which
produces perfect telepathy and zero compassion. It has been fun for
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them to cut down DNA genepools, like we do forests, as a “natural
resource.” Abducting mostly indigenous DNA looking for soul (implosion) from the outside in, it seems, has not worked. They need to use
their glands like lenses for magnetism becoming embedded to great
bendability. They needed to learn to feel. This was the only creator of
sustainability (recursion) in DNA (or soul).
Sarah’s kids, Joseph (braid of many colors) and Benjamin, spawned
Jesus and Magda and the grail story. The “Song in the Blood,” was the
magnetic fields of up to galactic-size, embedded directly and psychokinetically in DNA braiding recursively and implosively. Good, if you want
to bend star births directly from fractal morphic resonance within
genepools: bad, if you have no compassion to induce the implosion necessary to braid DNA recursively enough so that it’s magnetism would
survive time travel.
Unfortunately for the un-shareable, this required “feeling” for
everyone (compassion). Simple genepoo-wide telepathy (hearing all
your ancestors’ incomplete desires singing from your DNA to ring in
your ears) only results in hive-mind (Borg). Genepool wide compassion
requires arriving at implosion in DNA from inside out (compassion
braids DNA by EKG coherence/recursion). Genepool-wide telepathy
results from DNA implosion from outside-in (technologically eating
alchemical gold). Gold as a valence atomic fractal makes field effect
sorting by implosion happen in the blood, artificially making immune
systems sustainable (immortal).
Only genepools empowered by compassion get sufficient braid
recursion to penetrate the time lines. This is why Ophanim, Valnapa,
Adawi, Bird Tribe are also called Lords of Time, or Keepers of Time.
They inhabit time by sewing recursion as awareness into the wormhole
songlines connecting through light into time. This adding of recentering
force by recursion embedding into black hole songlines, also creates the
awareness glue which holds stars together.
This skill to make a being-body having inter-stellar, and trans-temporal leverage, is considered a great galactic privilege. It is a kind of
ticket to an exclusive flight of the navigator club, and genepools not
making the grade, like the lower Draco, feel snubbed. Actually, getting
your glandular magnetism sewn into the time lines, requires a great
compassionate awareness of all the being-bodies which will be affected.
So Time Lord status is not a club you could buy your way into technologically. Braiding pieces of your own genetics into black holes through
time, requires a little steerage cookbook alphabet which has a feeling
quality.
The bodies of magnetic arc-angles sewn recursive (pressure breathable and therefore inhabitable) are indexed by the sequence of turns
contained in the superset language of the hypercubic symmetry set of
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magnetic tilts called Ophanic or Enochian Keys or Calls. No coincidence
these resemble the symbols on the stargate, in the movie Stargate.
These are the playdough cookie cutters necessary to thread magnetism
non-destructively through implosion (time and death). They are useful
for organizing the magnetism of glands and optical cortex hologram to
enable shamanic star penetrance. This would be how Ophanim angels,
as magnetic clouds recursive enough to be self aware through black
holes, glue star births together.
Imagine how this more implosive braiding algorithm, when applied
to gene splicing, would create the superluminal soul force in DNA. But
only feeling compassion as a rush in your blood would enable this psycho-kinesis.
Thus a grail DNA was the angelic solution to premature star
deaths. The Ophanim plot to cross the bird braid DNA (Jesus) with the
reptile brain DNA (Magda) was implosive and dangerous, but necessary, if Orion’s pregnant star births were to be made sustainable by the
recursive magnetic inertia of collective Bardo. The San Graal, song in
the blood, would permit piezoelectric and fractal embedding in DNA.
The overall flavor of these geometric insights on the galactic scale
is that we can begin to feel for the awareness possible on the scale of
stars. This nudges us toward our destiny to inhabit them, and weave
their pattern into bodies.
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rom traveling the galaxy and transcending
death, Dan Winter returns to earth, with suggestions for a lifestyle guaranteed to make your
eyes twinkle with health. The first chapter, “Braiding
DNA,” explores in depth how emotion weaves immune
identity into the cell membrane and programs DNA.
You are what you feel.
“Nourished by Spin,” chapter two, focuses on
increasing awareness by seeing the sacred geometry
of everyday life. “Sweet Ecstasy,” chapter three, looks
at the natural biological usefulness of the ecstatic
process and offers some suggestions on how to
achieve it.
Chapter four, “Twinkling Eyes Lifestyle,” lays out
a practical plan for glowing health that can help heal
the earth as it touches heaven.
“The Healing Potential of the Harmonic Module,”
the fifth chapter, describes the theory and technology
of an emotion informed healing module. “Floforms of
Living Water,” chapter six, presents the floform constant, based on Golden Mean ratios, which increases
the “aliveness” of water. “In an Atmosphere of
Feeling,” chapter seven, looks at ozone and orgone
economies and how to keep an atmosphere nestled
around a planet.
Chapter eight, “Simple Exercises for a Shareable
Psyche,” offers some very practical steps to help sort
your psyche for unshareable memories. “How to
Touch with the Pressure Wave of Love,” the last chapter, looks the Sentics literature and what it tells us about the Phi ratio
of compassion.
Containing some of Dan’s most valuable ideas, presented in a practical, experiential manner, this section is definitely for those readers
who want to embed more spin in their lives.
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BRAIDING DNA: IS EMOTION THE WEAVER?
f we correctly interpret the physiology by which human feeling
penetrates the cell, we may unlock other important linkages nesting us in our bursting biosphere. We had the opportunity to gather data from the sonic signatures of the heart, which confirmed other
literature underscoring the importance of “coherence” or resonant
ordering of the “ringing” body. The overall picture emerging suggests
that the glands learn specific resonance patterns (you could think of
them literally as musical chords, known by ratio) which may be an individualized instruction set, or alphabet, programming metabolism. Think
of it as emotion programming immunity.
The layers of folded emotional tapestry may be like the discipline
of a high level computer language, nesting in each turn, in some cases
thousands of the machine code (or codon) instructions in the cells.
Braided waves when coherent are membrane, and they are DNA. This
could be the context of braid upon braid which sets the morphic resonant key code sites on or off in the DNA ladder, which is not a single
twist, but a helix on a helix on a helix…

I

Two representations of DNA. On the
left is an architectonic view. The outer
winding helix is formed of sugars and
phosphates while the inner core,
represented by hydrogen-bonded
spheres, is where all the genes are
stored. On the right is a "flattened"
view of DNA showing the helixes
uncoiled with no bonds broken.

Diagramatic illustration of a string
vibrating in sections and as a whole.
The longest vibration determines
the pitch. The small vibrations
produce harmonics.
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THE BACKGROUND: SIMPLE AGREEABLE PHYSICS.
It is important that we do not conceive of the forces in the cell as
being made of multiple substances. Essentially, the unified field concept, whatever its vintage, suggests that geometry (geometro-dynamics) connects the fields: all of them. The idea of a universal (or zero
point, background) substance which flows into all of form, is not only
championed by Einstein, but also by every religion that ever stood the
test of time. Zero Point physics also underlies important new energy
technologies.
The “particles” newly named in atom smashers, are known as resonances. They are the nodes which stand for a moment on a guitar
string, strung on the background of something very continuous.
(“String theory” need not be altogether esoteric.)
In order to grow comfortable with the power of emotion to shape
the cell, we need to take this concept of Oneness quite literally. You
might ask yourself, how could light, electromagnetism, sound, and
gravity be differentiated only by wavelength? Of course light and
sound swap ideas daily: have you ever watched a sonic hologram
(orderly sound waves) modulate or change an optical hologram? It is
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instructive to consider how it is that short waves of light are made to
share hats with the long waves of sound, in an orderly nest.
Consider the helical coil spring like axis of quartz which makes it
piezoelectric (coupling phonon/sonic waves to electrical waves). When
you pull on the ends of a spring (think of a “Slinky”) your larger
motion pulling out the ends of the spring, create a much shorter but
quite powerful motion pulling in just slightly on the sides of the spring.
(Your “Slinky” gets just a bit skinnier as it gets longer.) This means
that in general a helix is a universal way of coupling long waves to
short waves. It is biology’s lever, to couple little worlds to big ones.
Geometry has linked one nest of pressure, with another, across the
spectrum.

HELICAL
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It is useful to take our understanding of the rather intimate connectedness of all fundamental forces to a logical conclusion, which we
may summarize here: Our universe is ONE substance, it is a geometry
of pressure of one continuous, uninterrupted, wave surface.
So how was it that we ever became confused enough to think that
we could name the substance of a thing, when all we were really doing
was naming its shape? An answer is suggested by the problem of gravity. At first encounter we might be confused and think: “since it is
unlike other forces in that it only attracts mass, and does not repel, it
must(?) be a “fundamentally” different substance?”
However…
Suppose we encountered the forces near the center of a tornado
and noticed everything here is drawn up. Then we encountered a vortex down into the ocean, and notice everything here is drawn down.
Do we say: Ah, these are obviously fundamentally different forces? No,
we agree they are both standing wave flow forms made of the same
“stuff,” that is water and air.
So, just because gravity appears to flow in one direction, we should
not conclude it’s substance is somehow “separate” and unattached. This
will become increasingly important as we begin to notice how many of
our conscious ways of conceiving of emotion, deal with their “gravity.”
Just as in the geometric relationship of gravity to electromagnetism, to
understand emotion we need to describe an information path down the
ladder of wave lengths from the long sound waves the glands appear to
make when they “emote,” to the shorter electromagnetic “pressure”
waves which fold to make cell membrane and gene.
As we look closer we will find the electrical and resonance characteristics of emotional activity largely identified in terms of frequency
signature. Therefore, we need to extend our physics background just
a bit in that direction.
We have suggested that geometry, as the arbiter of wavelength is
the meeting ground between the “forces of nature.” It turns out that
wavelength is also the only description we need to get all of biology.
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